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Vocabulary builder activity networks answers

Transcript NAME DATE CLASS Vocabulary Builder netw rks The Federalist Era A. Content Vocabulary Directions Choose a vocabulary treasure from the box that best matches each definition. Write the correct term in the room envisaged. The bond caucus precedent ersud the impression
of the foreign country's foreign rights partisan sit-in 1. Definition: Firm favoritism of one party or group Expression: 2. Definition: Group of Advisers of the President Expression: 3. Definition: Meeting of political party members to select candidates for the upcoming elections Expression: 5.
Definition: a person who is not a national of that country Expression: 6. Definition: seizure of people against his will and forcing them to serve in the military or other public service : Copyright by The McGraw-Hill Companies. 4. Definition: A certificate that promises to repay borrowed money
in the future NAME DATE Vocabulary Builder Cont.CLASS netw rks Federalist Era 7. Definition: The idea that states should have all the powers that the Constitution does not give to the federal government or prohibits states Term: 8. Definition: something done or said that becomes an
example for others to follow the Term: 9. Definition: Legally Interrupted Expression: 10. Definition: Activities aimed at weakening an established government Term: Copyright of McGraw-Hill. NAME DATE Vocabulary Builder Cont.CLASS netw rks Federalist Era B. Academic vocabulary
instructions Of The Last Names are words with similar meanings, but antonimi are words with opposite meanings. Specify whether the following pairs of words or phrases are sinonimi or antonimi. Place the S in the blank if the words are sonoyed and A blank if they are antonimi. uniformly
maintain the solution to the issue of compromise separately accumulate 1. uniform – consistent 2. maintain – maintain 3rd resolution – dispute 4.5th compromise – fight 6. same as other 7. collect copyright of McGraw-Hill companies. NAME DATE Vocabulary Builder Cont.CLASS netw rks
The Federalist Era Directions Some words, such as uniform, have several meanings. They match the definitions of uniformity with sentences. Write the correct letter in the specified spaces. a. (n.) the skinage worn by a member of the group as a means of identification b. (v.) for the skinning
with uniform c. (adj.) shall take the same form, mode, or degree d. (adj.) u according to the handling or thinking e. (adj.) unchanged appearance of the surface, sample, or paint 1.Builders used uniform marble warehouses for continuity in the centre of the room. 2.Judges shall seek to
adjudicate with a uniform interpretation of the laws. 3.Coaches voted for the uniform of their teams with their hands marked. 4.The new uniform included the surname of each student. Copyright by The McGraw-Hill Companies. 5.The group followed uniform procedures for each meeting.
NAME DATE CLASS Vocabulary Builder Cont. netw rks Federalist Era C. Combined Vocabulary Reinforcement Instructions Write vocabulary words from the box on each line to complete Phrases. Not every word will be used. ouste the impression of sedition bond as precedent to maintain
the issue of foreigners cabinet rights to resolve separately to accumulate compromise single partisan 1. George Washington was aware of what he was putting into words and deeds when he was solemnly ceremonial as the first president of the United States. 2. Washington's close advisers
were known as his. 4. The British Navy continued the practice of American sailors, causing an international crisis. 5. Although he tried not to be, Washington often sided with Alexander Hamilton in matters of state. 6. In order to prepare for the presidential elections of 1796, both federalists
and Republicans chose their party's candidates for office. Copyright by The McGraw-Hill Companies. 3. Alexander Hamilton proposed that the new U.S. government repay the sold during the war in full. NAME DATE Vocabulary Builder Cont.CLASS netw rks The Federalist Era 7. Immigrants
living in the country who are not citizens are known as . 8. Activities that weaken the government shall be called . Kentucky's 9th resolutions suggest that states could have some federal laws. 10. The principle suggests that the powers of the Federal Government should be limited to the
powers clearly conferred on it by the Constitution. 11. Members of Congress debated whether to have a national legal system or leave decisions to states courts. 12. The Government had to show the Protestants that it would use force for order if necessary. 13. Government leaders have
worked conflicts to avoid conflicts and wars. Copyright by The McGraw-Hill Companies. 14. Alexander Hamilton has proposed with southern states to support the placing of national capital in the south if they support his plan to pay off the country's debts. Transcript NAME DATE Vocabulary
Builder Activity CLASS netw rks Manifest Destiny A. Content Vocabulary Directions In addition to each word or phrase write the vocabulary term associated with it. Not all conditions will be applied. joint occupation mountain man emigrant prerie schooner Manifest Fate Tejano annexed
decree barricade rancho ranchero 49 boomtown vigilante 1. fur strip 2. gold mine 3rd judge and jury 4. Britain and the United States in the Northwest 5. Mexican rancher 7. The Mexican, who lived in Texas on May 9, 2014, was the first person to be found dead in his home in Texas. Those
who left home 10th hotels, shops, groceries, bakeries and gambling houses Copyright by The McGraw-Hill Companies. 6. Transportation to Oregon NAME DATE Vocabulary Builder Cont.CLASS netw rks Manifest Destiny B. Academic Vocabulary Instructions In each of the following
elements is used and underlined academic vocabulary. Select the correct sentence to complete the sentence. 1. When Texas was involved, a. went to war with Mexico. b. appointed the Governor. c. become part of the United States of America. d. encourage people to start businesses. 2.
James K. Polk hoped to gain access to the Pacific Ocean through a. Manifest Destiny. b. Trade with Asia. c. Gold rush. D. plantation owners. a. they had to protect their borders. b. they needed laws on which they were based on their government. c. Congress wanted to know whether the
territory would become a slave or a free state. d. this was requested by the people of the territory. 4. To justify a war with Mexico, President Polk was the first to invade Mexico. b. bought California from Mexico for a low price. c. refused to ask Congress for a declaration of war. d. supported
rancheros in New Mexico. Copyright by The McGraw-Hill Companies. 3. In order to become a state, people in each territory have written the Constitution because the NAME DATE Vocabulary Builder Cont.CLASS netw rks Manifest Destiny 5. Planters set up cotton and tobacco plantations
in Florida because they had to move from Texas after the Mexican .b. they wanted to set up new cities there. c. needed more fertile agricultural land. d. He didn't want to live in the United States anymore. 6, California resources included gold and bumtowns. b. Gold and fur. c. Gold and
soldiers. d. gold and agricultural land. 7. When Brigham Young removed Mormons who lived in Illinois, he forced them to move east. b. build houses for them. c. took them to Utah. d. taught them faith. Copyright by The McGraw-Hill Companies. NAME DATE CLASS Vocabulary Builder
Cont. Netw rks Manifest Destiny C. Combined Vocabulary Amplification Instructions Some of the words below are only used as names, some are used only as verbs, and some can be used as one or the other. Decide which category each word goes into (name, verb, or both). Then write it
in the correct space in the Venn diagram. (You may want to consult the dictionary.) Emigrant Tejano annexed the access resource ordinance barricade Noun justifies rancho ranchero 49 vigilante constitution to include both Verb Copyright by The McGraw-Hill Companies. Each book in
seven book series is designed for a certain level of reading and has readings from the humanities, social studies and science, vocabulary from Greek and Latin roots, a rating by each written composition and a section on standardized tests! Vokabular Builder is a research program and is
ideal for SAT/ACT preparation. Prepare.
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